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Face-to-face training categories Trainings Training hours

Compliance Leadership Program1 147 239

Annual Code of Conduct training 263 395

Targeted Compliance topic
training2 1,367 1,975

Training of third parties3 35 140

Total 1,812 2,749
1 Continuation of the existing program. Now extended to newly hired and

next level senior management

2 Training on relevant Compliance topics for risk based target audiences

3 Mainly strategic vendors, contracted yards and manpower agencies

Integrity related reports Total

Reports received under the Company’s
Integrity Reporting Policy 58

The Company is promoting a Speak Up
Culture and has seen a slight increase in the
number of Reports from 2019 (53). The nature
of the Reports over 2020 was predominantly
workplace and supply chain related.

No confirmed instances of corruption occurred during
2020. No significant legal and compliance fines of a criminal
nature had to be paid in 2020.

FUTURE
The objectives for 2021 are to continuously strengthen
compliance management and control, focusing on the
importance of the right behavior and enhancing efficiencies
in the management process through increased
digitalization and continuous improvement of data analysis.
The Company will continue to embed Compliance into the
business by :
■ Promoting a speak-up culture and responsible business

conduct in all its business operations through risk-based
targeted training and communications

■ Enhancing controls and compliance processes through
further development of digital tooling

■ Increasing monitoring and reporting capabilities by
progressing to data-driven compliance

Furthermore for 2021, the Company will expand the scope
of its target from training to all mandatory compliance tasks
distributed via the internal Compliance Platform. The 2021
target for the expanded scope is set at 95%.

2.1.2 EMPLOYEE HEALTH SAFETY AND
SECURITY

MANAGEMENT APPROACH
SBM Offshore is committed to safeguarding the Health,
Safety and Security (HSS) of its employees, subcontractors
and assets, as well as to minimizing the impact of the
Company’s activities on local ecosystems and proactively
protecting the environment. SBM Offshore applies controls
and safeguards based on a lifecycle hazard management
process and an integrated management system, the Global
Enterprise Management System (GEMS), underpinned by
the Company’s Health, Safety, Security & Environment
(HSSE) culture development program. In line with the
Company’s HSSE, Human Rights and Process Safety Policy
statement endorsed by the Management Board,
SBM Offshore defines its HSSE requirements relative to its
hazard exposure in compliance with applicable legal
requirements and ISO standards, as well as international oil
and gas practices1.

SBM Offshore continues the journey to Target Excellence
(see section 2.1.3), with the objectives of No Harm, No
Defects, No Leaks coordinated by the Group HSSE &
Operational Excellence Director. For the No Harm goal,
SBM Offshore sets the expectations for all employees and
the companies to whom SBM Offshore outsources, to
intervene on unsafe acts, unsafe situations and non-
compliance with Life Saving Rules, to stop the work if they
feel anything is unsafe and to report on interventions and
any incidents. The Life365 program, as an integral part of
the Target Excellence journey, frames the development of
the HSSE leadership and culture development in the
Company.

SBM Offshore :
■ Follows the guidance of ISO17776 for hazard

management.
■ Follows the best practices outlined in Center for

Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) and Energy Institute (EI)
guidance documents.

■ Investigates incidents and identifies the immediate and
root causes to prevent re-occurence.

■ Values pro-active consultation and open communication
with employees, encouraging participation in HSSE-
related initiatives, campaigns and Life Day.

■ Implements a health-control framework, which includes a
fitness-to-work process, medical check-ups, health
surveillance, and medical emergency arrangements. 

■ Provides HSSE training covering the full range of
Company activities.

1 International Association of Oil and Gas Producers – IOGP, Center for
Chemical Process Safety – CCPS, Energy Institute – EI
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2020 PERFORMANCE
SBM Offshore assesses Company HSSE performance
through a set of indicators. The following table provides
the targets set for 2020 and the performance achieved :

Indicator Target Performance Details

Total Recordable Injury Frenquency Rate (TRIFR) <0.20 0.10 Section 4.10.1

High-consequence work-related injury Frequency Rate na 0 Section 4.10.1

Tier 1 PSE <1 31 Section 4.10.1

Tier 2 PSE <3 42 Section 4.10.1

Occupational Illness Frequency Rate (OIFR)3 na 0.03 Section 4.10.1

Security incidents4 na 9 na

1 E.g.relating to marine systems releases with no impact to HSSE

2 E.g.relating to gas compressors leading to flare emissions (see section 2.1.6).

3 For employees

4 None of these security incidents resulted in any actual injury or physical harm to SBM Offshore personnel

The Company continued to expand the HSSE initiatives in
2020, among other things, as follows :
■ Progressed significantly in developing Hazards and

Effects Management Process (HEMP).
■ Developed standard barrier model to pilot the

SBM Offshore live barrier project in 2021.
■ Managed COVID-19 response worldwide,

demonstrating adequacy of controls and resources to
manage a pandemic.

■ Engaged at project management level and at offshore
unit level to strengthen the ownership of a safety culture
among leaders and supervisors.

■ Appointed country security specialists in all countries
which rate as ’Medium risk’2.

■ Deployed the Company-wide Life Day and
engagements with employees via multi-disciplinary
monthly campaigns.

The following graph shows that SBM Offshore’s Total
Recordable Injury Frequency Rate has remained around the
International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (IOGP)
average since 20133.
2 According to internationally recognized intelligence parties
3 For this graph normalized per 1 million exposure hours; includes IOGP
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FUTURE
SBM Offshore has defined the following 2021 targets :
■ To achieve a TRIFR better than 0.18
■ To have fewer than 3 Tier 1&2 PSE

SBM Offshore has planned the following key initiatives
for 2021 :
■ Further develop the company culture & leadership by

embedding behavioral practices and human factors in

2 PERFORMANCE REVIEW & IMPACT
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particular, revisiting notably our safety leadership skills
program and deploying it.

■ Further implement our HEMP into operate and execute
scopes, including standardization as part of Fast4Ward®.

■ Standardize safe working practices and improve
assurance on their implementation.

■ Maintain security controls on our activities, and
preparation of new country entry.

■ Increase health and welfare awareness and health-
related program on specific topics.

■ Maintain compliance with certification requirements on
shorebases and offshore units, and a transition to
ISO45001.

2.1.2.1 HUMAN RIGHTS

MANAGEMENT APPROACH
SBM Offshore’s health and safety pledge to our employees
and for the business extends to our respect for human
rights. SBM Offshore’s HSSE policy was updated to include
a commitment to respect internationally recognized human
rights wherever we operate in accordance with the United
Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
(UNGPs), which sets out how companies should prevent,
address and remedy human rights impacts, into business
processes.

SBM Offshore has developed a long-term target aligned
with SDG 8 : Decent Work and Economic Growth, to fully
embed human rights and social performance within the
Company to achieve no harm. This long-term ambitious
target helps direct the Company’s human rights program in
the short-term and enabled the Company to set the short-
term targets of improving our due diligence by increasing
our human rights screening of our vendors and yards in
2021.
SBM Offshore’s performance on human rights is monitored
by the Human Rights Steering Committee. The Steering
Committtee is comprised of Management Board and
Executive Committee members ensures that the right level
of attention, engagement and access to remedy.

2020 PERFORMANCE
The Steering Committee met 7 times in 2020 and covered
issues from engagement on worker welfare in China,
treatment of migrant workers, to approval of SBM Offshore
Human Rights Standards. Following items have been
achieved :
■ SBM Offshore Human Rights Standards −

SBM Offshore’s approach was further defined this year
with the publication of the standards (available on our
website). The standards are SBM Offshore’s commitment
regarding the Company’s salient human right issues,
which include treating people with dignity, no modern
slavery or child labour, working and living conditions to
be safe, healthy, clean and habitable, living wage, fair

and reasonable working hours among others. The
Company is cascading these principles through our
business, and this year updated its supplier contractual
agreements to include reference to the standards as part
of the general terms and conditions.

■ Completed human rights pilot − SBM Offshore, in
collaboration with a client and fabrication yard,
participated in a pilot for a new way to identify potential
negative impacts on workers’ human rights related to
supplier conduct. The pilot moved away from traditional
audits to worker dialogue-focused reviews. The pilot
which completed in 2020 confirmed that the efforts
made by the yard had resulted in a decrease of critical
issues, such as tighter control of working hours and a
strengthened recruitment due diligence process which
has improved payment of newly recruited workers.
Compared to 2018 SBM Offshore has since adopted this
same worker-focused approach with other yards.

■ Risk and Due Diligence − SBM Offshore has completed
several in-depth human rights assessments of its major
subcontracting yards focusing on the worker’s voice/
experience and in collaboration with the yard developed
Human Rights Actions Plans. In 2020, SBM Offshore
■ completed two additional assessments
■ continued to close out Human Rights Action Plans at

other fabrication yards
■ performed due diligence on the selection of the yards

associated with the decommissioning work
■ enhanced Human Rights screening as part of the

Vendor Qualification Processes; 100% of key vendors
who underwent additional human rights screening
(see also SDG 8 commitment in section 2.2)

■ 99.4% of vendors underwent the Vendor Qualification
Process signed SBM Offshore Supply Chain Charters
(see section 2.1.3.3)

■ updated its human rights risk assessment dating from
2019, with the findings from our human rights
assessments implemented in 2020. SBM Offshore’s
salient human rights risks were logged in a company-
wide tool for continuous risk management and with
mitigation and prevention measures being assigned
to the identified risks.

■ Integrity Line − SBM Offshore’s Integrity Reporting
Policy forms the basis of an effective operational-level
grievance mechanism. The ’Integrity Line’ provides a
procedure and confidential channel available to all
employees or third parties who would like to
communicate potential concerns regarding human rights
or other topics addressed in the Company’s Code of
Conduct. In 2020, no incidents relating to human rights
were reported via our Integrity Line.

■ Building Responsibly − SBM Offshore is an active
member of Building Responsibly, a group of leading
engineering and construction companies working
together to raise the bar in promoting the rights and
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welfare of workers across the industry. In 2020, as a
member of Building Responsibility SBM Offshore
contributed to the development of the guidance
note ’Respecting Worker Welfare during COVID-19’.

FUTURE
SBM Offshore is on a journey to fully embed human rights
and social performance within the Company to achieve no
harm. The Company plans increase training and awareness
on human rights and to continue due diligence with in our
supply chain in 2021 as specified in a target explained in
section 2.2.

2.1.3 OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE AND
QUALITY

SBM Offshore recognizes that in order to be a high-
performance company, it must strive for excellence. As

explained in previous sections, key activities are the
execution of projects, delivery of floating production
systems together with vendors and supply chain partners
and the operation of these systems to highest standards.

To support this approach, the Company maintains a
dedicated Operational Excellence organization at Group
level, incorporating resources with diverse expertise in
operational, technical and process fields.

Key performance indicators for Operational Excellence &
Quality include: uptime of the fleet, delivery of projects,
performance of the supply chain, costs of non quality and
certifications.

PROJECTS SUPPLY
CHAIN

FLEET

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Assure and improve

Win and
deliver

projects

Sourcing and
performance

delivery

Safe, 
reliable, 
efficient 

Operations

2.1.3.1 OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE FUNCTION

MANAGEMENT APPROACH
The scope of the Company’s Operational Excellence
Function is to continually oversee core business activities
across their lifecycle (from ’Win’ to ’Execute’ to ’Operate’)
and drive the Company towards high performance, not
only from an economic perspective (covered in section
2.1.5) but also through effective risk management, quality/
compliance assurance and continuous improvement.

Among the various aspects of Operational Excellence
within SBM Offshore, are the following main themes :
■ Leadership and Culture: with the ambition to ’Target

Excellence’, the complementary Life365 and Right365
programs frame the development of the Company’s
leadership and culture, focusing on the combined
objectives of ’No Harm, No Defects, No Leaks’

■ Operational governance: as described in section 3.8
■ Process Safety Management and Risk Management :

described in sections 2.1.2 and 3.6.1 respectively
■ Management Review: building on International

Standards such as ISO 9001, SBM Offshore has
established a set of internal processes ensuring a
regular, structured review of its management and control
framework against its latest strategy and actual
performance

■ Knowledge Management and Continuous Improvement:
ensuring that lessons are effectively learned, also
building on internal knowledge and experience as well
as industry best practices

■ New ways of working under Fast4Ward® and
Digitalization – explained in sections Fast4Ward® and
2.1.7

■ Quality and Regulatory Management described below

2 PERFORMANCE REVIEW & IMPACT


